WHAT IS DriveSuite?

Drivesuite is a user-friendly, driver license examination solution measuring both written and practical road driving skills via DMV testing sites or locations. Applus+ is a leading innovator of fully comprehensive electronic examination systems incorporating every major component of the testing process into a unique and affordable customer service. Applus+’ DriveSuite encompasses DriveQuiz and DrivewAtch™.

DriveQuiz is a customized knowledge test accessible via computer touch screens, kiosks, and/or PCs installed and provided for customer use at driver licensing facilities. Driver license candidates utilize electronic exams via intuitive touch screen monitors for automobile, motorcycle, or commercial driver licensing. Results are scored automatically, providing both examiners and candidates with a quick, easy testing and processing service.

DrivewAtch™ is a revolutionary road test evaluation tool featuring audio-enabled digital cameras that are mounted temporarily or permanently within a vehicle for easy monitoring and recording of the driver’s performance, as well as providing a view of the road ahead. DrivewAtch™ can also measure and record driving speed, acceleration/deceleration, as well as deliver a video record of the entire road test upon conclusion of the test.

Applus+ Technologies is a leader in providing innovative and customized driver licensing solutions. Other Applus+ solutions and services include:

- Road Test Management
- Data Collection
- Information Database Management
- Biometric Fingerprint Recognition/Security Technology
- Custom Software Development
- Handheld Equipment Development
- Application Customization - Test Score Sheet, Audio & Video, Wireless OBD, GPS Data Reporting & Analysis
- Kiosk Technology
- Examiner Training

For more information on DriveSuite please contact info@applustech.com. Electronic exams are administered for automobile, motorcycle, or commercial driver’s licenses.